PROCESS MAP
THUNDER BAY REMOTE HELP SERVICE
Steps
(end-to-end process)
Description

Intake

Discovery
The moment a member of
the Thunder Bay community
learns that the remote help
service exists.

The start of the conversation between the
agent and client where the Financial
Coach (FC) gathers information about the
client to assess their needs.

FRONT OF HOUSE
Interactions with
help service agent
Independent
client action
Interaction with TBC
FC

Interaction with
TBC non-FC
Interaction with
partner
organization
End of client
journey

2 3 4
Client calls
service
main line

Independent
discovery
A

Triage

Client
leaves
voicemail

Hand-off

Continued conversation between the
FC and client to make a decision
about next steps. FC will either
provide brief support or identify
need for in-depth counselling.

A client who requires nonfinancial counselling is referred to
another program at TBC. Client is
directed to external organizations
for completing tasks.

Support
The client receives support for their need(s). If there are multiple needs to
address, the client may contact multiple organizations as identified by the FC.

Brief service

2
FC leaves voicmail
for client to call
back; voicemail
“phone tag” often
occurs

Client has short,
specific question

Follow-up

FC provides
information
and/or
instructions

If FC uncovers non-FC
need, may suggest other
counselling services; FC
connects client with TBC
Intake services 5

Client has
financial
need met

The actions taken from the FC to
document the interaction and/or
follow-up with additional support to
the client. FC captures and shares best
practices with others.

FC refers client to
other TBC counselling
services, e.g. Talk-in
Clinic, mental health

Client has
non-financial
need met

Counselling service
Internal
referral

Decision
to contact
the help
service

External
referral
1 B

Client calls FC
direct line
Client
emails FC or
fills online
request form

Client
schedules
call with FC

Client
connects
with FC and
describes
situation

Client
describes
need for
financial
counselling

FC emails client
parts of Intro to
Service Package
to review ahead
of first session

FC books first
counselling
first session
with client

D 4
Crisis call

TBC connects
client with
emergency
support

FC refers client to
external partner or
institution to complete
tasks necessary for FC
sessions E 5 6

FC reviews
Service Package
with client in
first session
F 8

FC completes
comprehensive
financial health
assessment with
client; if on
Zoom FC screenshares with client

Client has
financial
need met
J

FC helps
client
determine
goals and
needs for
counselling
H

Client receives ongoing FC
support over 1+ sessions, often
concurrent with non-FC TBC
counselling and coordination
with external organizations
H I 10 11

FC may follow up
based on client needs
L M

Client has
financial
need met

FC follows up on external
referrals within 45 days
6

BACK OF HOUSE
Actions taken by help
service agent not visible
to the client

Agent may give
client FC contact
information

FC responds to client
voicemail and online
requests by phone
within 24-48 hours
C 3

FC texts
managers for
support with
crisis protocol
if client is at
risk of harm

Outreach

Website, social media (e.g.
Facebook ads)
Digital flyers

Observations
Aspects of the current
process that are
inconsistent or impact
the overall delivery of
the help service.
Observations speak to
moments that will benefit
from further attention.

Pain points
Moments when the
client experience may
be negatively impacted.
Pain points have the
potential to compound
and become drop-off
points for clients.

A Trust is essential
Trust must be built before the client
even contacts the service. Clear
messaging of what the service is and
can do and responding quickly to
inbound requests is important.
B Sharing through networks
Community partnerships to coordinate services and direct clients to
TBC. Proactive outreach to let clients
know services are available. How
clients hear about TBC is always
recorded.

1 Low client volume
COVID-19 and closure of in-person
community partners has resulted in
lower volume. Clients may also be
figuring out other areas of need, yet
TBC is seeing new clients who have
not had financial challenges before.
There are concerns about not
reaching the most vulnerable
populations during this time.

FC connects client to
TBC Intake Agent

FC closes case
file if no contact
with client for
60 days

FC briefly summarizes client
needs to non-FC TBC counsellor

Updates notes in caseWORKS (ongoing throughout conversation with client)
FC creates client case file in caseWORKS

Social media Ads (e.g.
Facebook)
Commumity partners

FC assesses
complexity of
client situation
and determines
next steps

FC checks resources through Intranet, with colleagues as needed G K

Digital flyers
Community partners

Tools and resources

FC begins
phone or
Zoom call
7 9

FC completes background
tasks or research for client
prior to session

FC finalizes notes
in caseWORKS

Checks the call log and responds to unanswered voicemail and online form requests who require follow-up in caseWORKS
Demographic form in caseWORKS

Client file in caseWORKS

Phone, text, Zoom

Client file in caseWORKS

Financial Assessment (Excel)

TBC Introduction to Service package

Email, text, phone call

Resources on Intranet system

Email, text, phone call

Financial Health Assessment Form

Resources on Intranet system

Zoom, telephone, email

F Unscripted conversations with clients
FC does not follow a script (using Service Package and
Financlal Health Assessment forms as guides for
conversation). This is intenional so the conversation with the
client remains casual, warm, unintimidating, and organic,
allowing the client to feel more at ease sharing their story.

H Client empowerment model
Conversation and goal-setting is
directed by clients. FC offers multiple
options based on assessment and
knowledge, allowing client to decide
on course of action.

caseWORKS for scheduling
C Varied communication methods with client
Phone wasn’t the standard for local clients
pre-Covid (when in-person services were
available). But offering flexibility to clients based
on their technology accessibility needs is key. FC
has to be knowledgeable and available based
on client needs. An opportunity for increased
collaboration using screensharing capabilities
on Zoom.

2 Voicemails impact access to support
Live receptionist replaced with automated machine
during Covid. Clients may get frustrated or missed if
they do not reach a live person.
3 Missing financial crisis calls
Desperate clients who do not reach a FC will drop
off and try to seek assistance elsewhere, and
potentially risk reaching a predatory company.
4 Loss of welcoming environment
Remote service with automated machine loses
human touch of receptionist, who helped create a
warm, welcoming, safe environment.

D Varied approaches to identifying
client needs
Agent approaches to identifying client
needs vary based on personal knowledge
and experience. Tactics include listening
for key words, leveraging knowledge of
policies and services, and prioritizing
needs based on inter-dependencies (e.g.
clients must have ID in order to file their
taxes).

E Coordination through co-location
Co-location and coordination with
partner services, including LSPC,
Norwest, is no longer possible
remotely.

G Informal knowledge sharing
FC knowledge is localized rather than centralized. FC
may ask or check information with colleagues. FC
individually stays up-to-date on policy changes and
updated information (which remains a challenge).
Regular meetings with team and other programs help
team stay connected. Opportunities to maintain Intranet.

5 Less personal
Warm hand-offs no longer possible in
virtual services model (Intake services
would help faciliate in-person
introductions). Clients are given the
phone number of another service or
connected via conference call.
6 Completing external tasks
Clients may have trouble accessing
or completing tasks required for
financial assistance, and face
delays in getting counselling.

7 Technology barriers
Certain demographics of clients may not have easy
access to computers or wifi, or may have lower tech
literacy (which precludes the use of Zoom).
8 Form completion and consent
Obtaining filled out forms from clients is less feasible
virtually. FC must verbally walk clients through forms.
9 Lack of nonverbal communication
FC may have a harder time gauging client emotional
states without the ability to interpret nonverbal cues,
and comforting them without being in person.

Online feedback form for clients

J

L

Individual follow-up processes

TBC Financial Counselling end-point
TBC considers its financial counselling
program to be the end-point for clients.
They aim to provide all the information
and assistance clients need on the spot or
through counselling sessions, and do not
typically refer elsewhere.

Follow-ups are dependent on client needs
and often determined by the client. Some
clients are requesting more contact, and FCs
are checking in/contacting clients more
regularly.

Individual methods for checking in
on clients at the end of a call about
their emotional state and stress
levels. There is also a question of
differentiating between Covid stress
and financial stress.

K Support among colleagues
Remote work has increased the emotional
burden for FCs, who have fewer opportunities
to have organic or impromptu conversations
or debrief with colleagues after a difficult
client call.

Remote services have cut pre- and post-client
surveys to assess client stress levels. FC relies
on anecdotal feedback from clients about
whether needs have been met. Formal
feedback collection for program development
has been temporarily stalled while focus is
directed toward rebuilding service.

10 Limitations in client contact

11 Numerous external touchpoints

FC must coordinate with clients to
schedule sessions that work best for
clients, which is a strength but also a
challenge; some clients have very
specific times in which they are
available, have access to phone or
internet, or may have concerns over
privacy or safety.

Client may bounce back and forth a
number of times between TBC and
external partners to address various
inter-dependencies (e.g. Legal clinic,
obtaining government ID) and are
responsible for managing these steps.

I Emotional states

M No standard client feedback process

